Preliminaries. Throughout, S denotes the Stone space of the complete Boolean algebra Σ/μ~\0).
Thus S is compact, hyperstonian, and has the countable chain condition on open sets. The measure μ induces a regular Borel measure (also written μ) on S, and a subset of S is nowhere dense iff it has μ*-measure 0. The natural isometries between L°°(Ω, Σ, μ) and C(S), and L ] (Ω, μ) and L\S, μ), are denoted by h -> h, for a scalar function h. If A C Σ, then [^4] denotes its μ-equivalence class, and a is the corresponding clopen subset of S. Note that f A h dμ -j a h dμ for all A and h.
The Stonian transform /of a vector function /: Ω -> X has been studied by Sentilles [24, 25, 26, 27] and Kuo [15] . The defining relation (f(s), x*)= x* ° f(s) will be abbreviated as simply x*f=x*f. It is immediate that / is continuous from S to (JΓ**, weak*); hence f(S) is a weak* compact subset of X**. Two functions f,g:Ω->X have the same transform if and only if they are weakly equivalent (x*/=x*g a.e. (μ)Vx* E X*).
The following result of Kuo and Sentilles will be used repeatedly. THEOREM 
[15, 26]. A continuous function η: S -> (X** 9 weak*) is the Stonian transform of a strongly measurable function (i.e., η = f for some /) // and only if τf\X**\X) is nowhere dense in S. In this case: (a) η(S) Π X is norm separable', and (b) η is continuous into (X, norm) except on some closed nowhere dense set M C S. (Thus (x* ° η\ \\x*\\ < 1} is an equicontinuous subset of C(S -M).)
Consequently, if ξ: S -> (X**,weak) is continuous, then (since £-i(^****\^**) ^s empty), £ is norm continuous on the complement of a nowhere dense set in S. We use this to obtain non-integrability results in §4. DEFINITION 1.2 [24] . The function/: Ω -> X is purely weakly measurable iff-\X\{0})
is nowhere dense in S.
THEOREM 1.3 [24] . Every /: Ω -> A" can be written as g + Λ, where g is strongly measurable and h is purely weakly measurable. Moreover, x*g(w) -x*h(w) = 0 a.e. (μ) for each x* E X*, and g and h are unique up to strong equivalence under this condition.
Note that the function h can have h = 0. We say that h: Ω -> X is purely weakly measurable and essentially non-zero if h(s) Ez X**\X a.e. (μ). The problem of Pettis integrability can be reduced to this situation. In this extreme yet critical case, Pettis integrability of/can only obtain if the (X* 9 μ)-integral averages of the point values f(s) in X**\X somehow end up in X. As we shall see, the behavior of the weak*-closed convex hulls of sets/(α), a clopen in S, is the determining factor [27, 28] .
For the convenience of the reader, we record several recent results about the Pettis integral, achieved under the assumption that (Ω, Σ, μ) is a perfect measure space [14, 22] . With this hypothesis one has:
FREMLIN'S THEOREM [6] . Let (h n ) be a sequence of measurable scalarvalued functions on Ω. Then either (h n ) has a subsequence with no measurable cluster point {for the topology of pointwise convergence on Ω), or (h n ) has a subsequence which converges pointwise a.e. (μ).
As Edgar [5] has pointed out, the study of Pettis integration is basically the study of the set H = {x*f: ||x*|| < 1}. Fremlin's deep result shows that H is norm-compact in L\μ) when μ is perfect. This leads to STEGALL'S THEOREM [7] . The range of the Dunford integral, {x%*: E E 2} is relatively norm-compact in X**. Hence iff is Pettis integrable, then the vector measure F(E) = (P)J E fdμ has relatively norm-compact range in X.
Note that the exceptional set may vary with x*; if the same set works for all c*, the condition characterizes strong measurability of/.
The paper is organized as follows: in §2, we compute / for three important examples of weakly measurable functions. §3 discusses the general problem of computing / via a sequential process. §4 takes up the relation of f(S) to the subspaces vX and Ba\X) of X**, and shows how/ can determine non-integrability. §5 contains (Ω, /) and X*** characterizations of Pettis integrability. We conclude in §6 with a list of open questions.
We thank M. Talagrand and the referee for their suggestions toward improving our original manuscript. fλ,({»}) χ β jW 1 = Σ λ 1 ({«}) = Thus/(s) = φ s , since they have the same effect on each member of (Z 00 )*. Since f(S) C X**\X 9 f is purely weakly measurable. We point out several additional facts about the structure of f(S) which will be needed later:
Computing the Stonian transform.
(a) co f(S), the weak*-closed convex hull of f(S) in X** 9 meets c 0 C X, even though/(S) does not. (e) /(iS) is weak*-homeomorphic to the Cantor set. For f(S) is weak*-compact, but the topology of pointwise convergence on N is coarser (and T 2 ). Thus (f(S), weak*) can be viewed as a subset of (0,1}^. This means that f(S) is a compact, zero-dimensional metric space; it is also dense in itself, so it is homeomorphic to 2 N .
(f) f(S) is weakly closed and discrete in X**. Since f(S) is weak*-compact, the first assertion is immediate. For the second, let Y= (g: βN -> R I g is bounded and g | /?7V -N = 0}. Then 7 is a norm-closed subspace of (/°°)** and contains /(£). Since there is an obvious isometry T: Y-> /«\ 7* ^ M(j8JV). square. Thus neighborhoods of points (7,0) (resp., (t, 1)) look to the left (resp., right). K is compact Γ 2 , first countable, separable, and perfectly normal, but not metrizable (see [20] for additional information). If 0 < t < 1, letΛ, = {(/>, j): p < /}, B t = A t U {(/, 0)}, Q = B t U {(/, 1)}. Then A t is a cozero set of K, B t is clopen, and C t is a zero set. Now / can be conveniently reformulated as the map from Ω to X = C(K) defined by f{t) -χ Br We use this representation to calculate/(s).
Fix ίGS, and note that if A E Σ, and the corresponding clopen set a contains s 9 then
Either ^ contains all intervals [r, t 0 ] with 0 < r < t 0 , or ®ϊ s contains all intervals |7 0 , r] with / 0 < r < 1; these possibilities are mutually exclusive. Suppose the first alternative obtains (i.e., ^ looks to the left at / 0 ). 
Let (/?, j) be a fixed point of K, with corresponding point mass δ(p, j) G C(K)* = M(K). Then </(*), δ(p 9 j))= (8(p 9 j) o f)\s). Now the scalar function h(t) -8(p, j) o f(t) = χ B (p, j) has the value 1, if p < t or p -t,j -

/
To prove that f(s) can be identified with the function χ A , we still need to show that < f(s), λ) = λ(^4, o ) for every λ E M(K). This works for linear combinations of point masses, by the preceding argument. Now
. An application of (*), with h -λ ° / and ^4 = [/ 0 -δ, / 0 ], yields λκ)-ε<(λo/)(5)<λ(i ίo ). Hence | </(j), λ>-(χ^, λ>|< ε. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, ( f(s), λ)= λ(A tQ ) 9 as desired.
If the second alternative holds (i.e., W s looks to the right at t o ) 9 then similar arguments show that/(5 ) can be identified with the function χ c on K.
(a) The members of f(S) = {χ A '. 0 < t < 1} U {χ C/ : 0 < / < 1} are all Baire-1 functions on K. Also f(S) C X**\X, so / is purely weakly measurable.
(b) Let P = /(5') J -CΓ = M(i^). Any member of P is purely atomic, and satisfies μ(ί,0) = -μ(/, 1) for 0 < t < 1. It can be shown that^*/P contains a copy of M[0,1]. Thus, in contrast to 2.1(c), X*/P is not separable and indeed not weakly compactly generated. The significance of this is indicated by Theorem 3.8. Proof, (a) lΐ AΏB and ε < ε', then H(A 9 ε) C H(B 9 ε'). Thus {H(A, ε): A finite in X, ε > 0} has the finite intersection property. Since/ is bounded, each H(A, ε) is weakly compact in either l) or /A Choose g E Π A ε>0 H(A, ε). Fix A and ε. Choose a sequence (**) with HJCJII < 1, x*f^ g a.e., and | x*(x) |< εVx E.A. Let y£ ε be a weak* cluster point of (**). Then yJ^Jj^JS a.e., so fy£ e f = /g > η, and ^e/ E //(v4, ε). Hence g -y* tE f E //(v4, ε), for any A and ε > 0. Let y* be any particulars^, and (a) follows.
(b) Let C -U^= ΐ C w> an increasing union of finite subsets of X. Then gG n^= 1^( Q,l/«). For each n 9 choose y*fG H(C n9 l/n) so that 11^ ~ Λ*/ll < l/ w > where the norm is in L 1 or L 2 . Let (>>"*) be a
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subsequence such that y* k f^ g a.e. Let z* be a weak* cluster point of (j£). Thenz*f=g = y*/a.e., so z*/ = y*f. But \yftx) \< \/n V* E C n9 THEOREM 3.2 (TALAGRAND). Lei ^ = {x**: JC** is in the weak""-closure of a countable subset ofX). Then f is Pettis integrable iff (co f(a)) Π X φ 0 for every non-empty clopen subset a of S.
Proof. The Hahn-Banach Theorem shows that l/μ(A) x** E co f(a); hence integrability yields a non-empty intersection. Conversely, suppose / is not Pettis integrable over Ω. Then the Dunford integral jc^* is not weak*-continuous on {x*: ||x*||<l). Hence 3τj > 0 such that each H(A, ε) in 3.1 is non-empty. Choosing >>* as in 3.1, />>*/ -Ή > 0 Since 7*/is continuous, 3 a non-empty clopen set a in £ with j > */(.?) > η/2 Vs E a. Choose x E (co /(α)) Π X, so that^*(Jc) > η/2. Let C= {x n } be a sequence in Ύ, containing Jc in its weak*-closure. Use 3.1(b) to choose z*. Then z*(Jc) = 0 (since z* | C = 0), and z*(Jc) > η/2 (since z *f = y*f), a contradiction. A similar proof holds if / is not Pettis integrable over some measurable subset E of Ω.
In [8] Geitz defines the core of / over a measurable set A to be cory^) = Π (β)=0 co f (A -B) , the closure taken weakly in X. It is a routine (but useful) exercise to show that coiy(.4) = (co f{A)) Π X. Thus 3.2 settles Geitz's conjecture that/is Pettis integrable iff cor^(^4) ¥= 0 for all A. We remark that
whether /is Pettis integrable or not.
The method of 3.2 also furnishes a natural setting for Geitz's description [9] of Pettis integrability in terms of simple functions. Note that, as in 3.2, the measure space need not be perfect. The separability is straightforward. Now repeat the argument of 3.2, with C = Urange(/ n ). Then z*f n -0 a.e. for all n, so z*f ~ 0 a.e., by hypothesis. This is impossible, sincey*f = z*fa,.e. Proof, (necessity) The operator T: X* -> L\μ) given by Γ(JC*) = x* o f is compact, using Fremlin's Theorem. As in the proof of StegalΓs Theorem, the adjoint T* is compact, and maps L°°(μ) into X via the formula Γ*(g) -(P)f q gfdμ. Thus Γ*(L°°(μ)) = Γ^O)-1 is a separable subspace of X But co f(S) Π X CJΓ" 1^ : if Γ(x*) = c*/== 0 in L\μ\ then **/=**/*= 0, so that JC* | co f(S) = 0. Hence all (co f(a)) Π X must be separable.
Theorem 3.2 is quite powerful, but not necessarily useful for computing the Pettis integral in specific cases. However, the sets co f(a) Π X suggest a way to construct an approximating sequence (f n ) of X-valued simple functions for which / Ω | x*f n -x*f\ dμ -> 0, thus obtaining an explicit formula for (P)jfdμ via 3.3. We now give the details of this procedure.
Note first that there are several formal, not very useful, ways of computing/. Each member s of S is an ultrafilter of equivalence classes of measurable subsets of Ω. The notation a is symbolizes convergence of the corresponding family of clopen subsets of S which contain s. Then if x* e p^ continuity of/yields: In point of fact, the values of / in §2 were calculated using at most a sequence of α's, rather than the full complexity of the ultrafilter. We crystallize this notion as follows: Let 9 -(π n ) be a sequence of (finite, measurable) partitions of Ω such that 7r π+1 refines π n for each n. There is a corresponding sequence (also denoted (π n )) of clopen partitions of S. If s E 5, let a n (s) be the unique member of π n which contains s, and let A n (s) be the corresponding member of the partition of Ω. The set C(s) = Π™ =ι a n (s) is a non-empty zero set of S, but Π™ =ι A n (s) may be empty.
Now given x* 9 s 9 and a fixed sequence 9 of partitions, consider the conditions These limits (when they exist) are constant on any C(s). The limit in π*(s, x*) always exists, whether or not it equals x*f(s). The limit in π(s, JC*) need not exist (Example 3.9). However, for fixed x* 9 StegalΓs Theorem, in conjunction with the usual conditional expectation operators, yields a sequence 9 such that π(s 9 JC*) does hold a.e. (μ). The condition π*(s 9 -x*) is simply x*f(s) -lim w essinf wGi4|i(j) x*f(w) 9 so that π*(s 9 x*) andττ*(s,-.x;*) together imply π(5, JC*).
The significance of these ideas lies in the following method of sequential approximation of/,/, and (P)jfdμ. Proof. Fix x*, and let M = {s E S: ττ*(s, JC*) or π*(s, -x*) fails}. We show that x*f n -» x*/ pointwise on S -M. Since μ(M) = 0, the Dominated Convergence Theorem then yields x** = w*-hmf A f n . Thus l/μ(v4) jc^* e (co f(a)) Π ί, and an application of 3.2 completes the proof.
Fix s E: S -M, ε> 0. Choose a positive integer n 0 such that n>n 0 gives both
x*f(s) -esssupjc*/(w) and x*f(s) -essinf x*f(w)
less than ε/3. Fix n for the moment, n > n 0 . Now s G a n (s) = a pn for some p. where / is any of s, s l9 ...,s 9 and it follows that the final term is less than 2ε/3. Thus | x*f n (s) -x*f(s) |< ε for all π > n 0 , and the proof is complete. Now we give conditions under which (1) of Theorem 3.5 is satisfied. Again let 9 -{π n ) be an increasing sequence of partitions of Ω. LEMMA 
Let h: Ω -> R be bounded and measurable. Suppose h\C(s) is constant, for some s E 5. Then h(t) = lim esssupA(w) = lim essinf h(w) for all t E C(s).
Proof. Let L be the constant value of h on C{s). Given ε > 0, choose a clopen neighborhood b of C(s) so that | h(t) -L |< ε/2 Vί E 6. Now by compactness, there is an n 0 such that C(s) C tf rto (»s) C fe. Then
Since L lies between the two limits, the result follows. Now if h -x*f 9 then the conclusion of 3.6 tells us that π*(s, c*) holds "locally uniformly": i.e., given ε > 0, there is an integer n 0 such that I x*f(t) -esssup M;G/ίn (,)**/( w ) |< ε for every t E a no (s). This is a strong condition, and does not hold for every ^P and /: it is pointed out in 3.9 that constancy of / on sets C(s), and local uniformity of convergence, both fail in Example 2.3. Example 2.1 satisfies both constancy and local uniformity of convergence (see Theorem 3.8).
F. DENNIS SENTILLES AND ROBERT F. WHEELER PROPOSITION 3.7. Let /: Ω -> X be a bounded weakly measurable function. If π(s, x*) holds for every s E S and JC* E X* 9 then so does
7Γ*(*, **).
Proof, lί t E C(s), then α Λ (f) = a n (s) for every «. Hence the limit on the right side of π(s 9 JC*), if it exists, is the same for all t E C(s). Apply Lemma 3.6, with h = x*f 9 to complete the proof.
Thus the validity of π(s 9 JC*) for all s and x* insures that the sequential approximation of (P)jfdμ given in Theorem 3.5 is available. Since the condition π(s, x*) arises naturally in connection with the usual conditional expectation operators E v : L\μ)-+L ι (μ) 9 it is sometimes easier to verify than π*(s, JC*). Proof. Let H be a weakly compact subset of X*/P with dense linear span. Now/(5) C (X*/P)* = P ± C X**; it follows from Eberlein's Theorem and the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem that {JC*/: JC* + P E H) is a norm-compact subset of l)(S 9 μ). Let {JC*/} be a countable dense subset (for the ZΛnorm), and form a sequence of partitions (π n ) such that JC*/,. .. ,x*/have oscillation less than 1/Λ on each clopen set in m n . Then each x*/is trivially constant on each C(s).
Now let x* + P be an arbitrary member of /f. Choose a subsequence (JC* ) such that x* /-» JC*/ pointwise on 5, using Eberlein's Theorem again. Then x*/is constant on each Qs). Since the linear span of H is norm-dense in X*/P 9 x*f\C(s) is constant for every JC* E X* and s E S. Now Lemma 3.6 yields τr*(s, x*) for all s and JC*, and so π(s 9 JC*) also holds for all s and JC*. and 7r*(s, x*) do hold for all s and x*. This may be verified directly, or by using Theorem 3.8 (X*/P is one-dimensional in 2.2, and separable in 2.1).
The situation in Example 2.3 is more complicated (here X*/P is not WCG). If λ E M{K) = X* is purely non-atomic, or if the atomic part includes only dyadic points, then π(s, λ) and 77*(s, λ) hold for every s. If λ = δ(/ 0 ), where t 0 is not a dyadic point, then the limit in π(s, λ) fails to exist for every s such that Π^ = {t 0 } (there may or may not be a subsequence of the sequence in π(s 9 λ) which converges to λf(s)). The limit in ττ*(s, λ) exists for all s; however, if s is a "left" ultrafilter at t 0 , the limit is not equal to λf(s). For any λ E M(K), π(s 9 λ) and π*(s, λ) hold except for at most a countable union of nowhere dense zero-sets of S. Thus condition (1) of Theorem 3.5 is satisfied, so that the dyadic partition can be used to calculate (P)jfdμ.
We do not know if (1) 
and (C(S), σ(C(S), M(S))
). Since (S, Borel(S), μ) is a perfect measure space, Fremlin's Theorem implies that the first of these always holds. However, the second requirement is to strong: we show it forces non-integrability for purely weakly measurable functions.
The section also brings out the significance of two subspaces of .¥**, vX and Ba\X), for Pettis integrability. Theorems 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6 make this precise. THEOREM 
If f is purely weakly measurable, and essentially non-zero, and H is σ(C(S), M(S))-compact, then f cannot be Pettis integrable.
Proof. Define T: X* -> C(S) by T(x*) = χ*f. Then T is weakly compact, so Γ** maps ^*** into C(S). We claim that Γ**(x***) = x***/ as functions on S, for any x*** in the third dual of X.
Let s G S. Then (δ(s), r**(χ***)>= (****, Γ*(δ(j))>. But T*(S(s)) = f(s), for if x* G**, then <Γ*(δ(j)), **>= (δ(s), Γ(x*)>= JC*/(5) = (f(s),x*).
Thus (δ(^), Γ**(x***)>= (x***,/(^))=χ***/(5), as desired.
Now if s a -> s Q in S, then (δ(5 α ), Γ**(x***)>^ (δ(^0), Γ**(x***)>, and so x***/(s α ) -» x***/(^0) This sa Y s that/is a continuous map from S into (X**, weak).
The remark following Theorem 1.1 shows that / is norm continuous on S -M, where M is closed and nowhere dense in S. Choose s 0 E S -M such that/(s 0 ) G X** -X. Let B be a norm-closed ball in X**, centered at f(s 0 ) and missing X. By continuity there is a clopen subset a of S, s 0 E a, such that /(α) C 5. Now the weak closed convex hull of f(a) is weakly compact, hence weak*-compact, and so co f(a) C B. But then \/μ(A)-x** <Ξ B C X**\X, and so/is not Pettis integrable over ,4.
The space X*** plays a special role in §5. The point here is that continuity of x***/is much stronger than the (automatic) continuity of χ*f. Proof, lΐf(a) is weakly compact, then the weak and weak* topologies onf(a) coincide, so/is weakly continuous on a. Then the argument of 4.1 goes through.
Note that for Examples 2.1 and 2.3, which are Pettis integrable with f(S) C X**\X, each/(tf) is weakly closed and discrete. Example 2.2 is a special case of the next result.
Corson [2] showed that the Hewitt realcompactification vX of (X,weak) is {*** E X**: for each countable subset C of X* 9 3x E X such that x**\C = x\ C), with the relative weak*-topology. See [29, Th. 5.2] for an alternate proof. THEOREM 
Iff(S) CvX-X, then f cannot be Pettis integrable.
Proof. We show that H = {JC*/: ||x*|| < 1} is σ(C(S), M(S))-compact, and apply Theorem 4.1. Since H is uniformly bounded, it is enough [12] to show that every sequence (JC*/) in H has a cluster point for the topology of pointwise convergence on S. Let x* be a weak* cluster point of (x*). Let s l9 ... ,s n E S. For each /, choose x t E X such that/^) and A:,. agree on x* and (**). It follows easily that (x*/) clusters pointwise to xtf It suffices in the above to hzvef(S -M) C vX, or even/(α -M) C vX, where a is clopen and M is nowhere dense. Note further that H is pointwise compact, convex, and satisfies (by virtue of continuity of x*f) the separation property of A. Bellow [1] . Thus the pointwise (on S), σ(C(S), M(S)) and ZΛnorm topologies must agree on H. On the other hand, the argument in 4.1 tells us that / is continuous from S to (X**,weak). Theorem 1.1 then says that for any clopen a, there is a nowhere dense set M such that the norm, weak and weak*-topologies agree on f(a -M) C X**. Finally, we observe that by virtue of [1, Theorem 3] , {x*/: IU*|| < 1} fails the separation property on every set of positive measure when f(S) C X**\X.
Theorem 4.3 implies that if f(S -M)
C vX\X, where M is nowhere dense, then {x*f: \\x*\\ ^ 1} is norm-compact in L\Ώ, μ). Moreover, using 1.1 (b), or the existence of a Bochner measurable g: Ω -> X** which is weakly equivalent to /, there is an increasing sequence (ί B ) C Σ, μ(B n ) ->μ(Ω), such that {(x*f)'X Bm :\\x*\\ < 1} is II II ^-compact in L°°f or all n.
These ideas, along with the decomposition theorem (1.3), lead to a proof that if vX= X** 9 then X has the Radon-Nikodym Property. However this is true by more direct reasoning: if vX -X** 9 then Xis reflexive. The argument here was kindly provided by W. B. Johnson and G. Edgar. If X* is non-reflexive, a well-known result of R. C. James yields an x** which does not attain its norm on the ball of X*, Choose a sequence ( c*) in B x * with x**(x%) -» IU**||, and let JC£ be a weak* cluster point of O*). Then no member of X can match x** on {**} U {x*}, so x** £ vX.
Now we turn to the space Ba\X) = {JC**: Ξ a sequence (x n ) in X, weak*-convergent to x**}. Odell and Rosenthal [17] give many interesting results about Ba\X). Geitz and Uhl [10] show that if Ω is a compact T 2 space, μ is a regular Borel measure, and /: Ω -> X is a bounded function such that x*/is a Baire class 1 function on Ω for each x* E X*, then/is Pettis integrable.
We note first that Ba\ X) and vX have only X in common. ), but fails the RNP. Hence some Pettis integrable function g into X is not weakly equivalent to any strongly measurable function. Let / be an essentially non-zero, purely weakly measurable part of g. Then / is Pettis integrable, and f(s) G X**\Ba\X) on a set of positive measure.
5. Other descriptions of Pettis integrability. In this section we use our results on / to derive a condition for Pettis integrability expressed in terms of / and Ω alone. It is convenient to use the notion of polar developed in Schaefer [23] : if (F,G) is a duality, and H C F, then H° = {y G G: (x, >>)< 1 VJC G H). Let * and ° denote polarity with respect to (X, X*) and (X*, Ύ**>. To obtain (c) => (a), assume non-integrability, and choose y* as in 3.1(a). Then T= (y* +/(5) ± ) Π {JC*: ||JC*|| < 1} is w*-closed in X*. Using 3.1(b), z* -y* E /(S)-1 , so z* E Γ. Note that z* can be chosen so as to vanish on any prescribed countable set in X. Since T is w* -closed, this implies that 0 E T. This is a contradiction, since y*f is not identically zero(3.1(a)).
We thank M. Talagrand for pointing out the proof of (c) => (a) to us. Theorem 5.2 now yields an (Ω, /, X) characterization of integrability which is also integral free! 
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The theorem remains valid if "bounded net" is replaced by "net". Theorem 5.3 implies a sufficient condition for Pettis integrability involving X***. If x*** belongs to the third dual, then x***/ is a measurable function on β, so that X***7E C(S). On the other hand, x***/is a bounded real-valued function on S, but it is not obvious that it is even μ-measurable. Also, if f(s 0 ) E X**\X, and one chooses x*** with value 1 at/O 0 ) and vanishing on X, then x***/(s 0 Proof, (a) => (b): First we appeal to 5.3 to obtain integrability of/. Let (x*) be a bounded net in X*. If x*/< 1 a.e. on Ω and (x*) is σ(X*, X) convergent to x*, then each x*/< 1 on S. Let x*** be a σ(X***, X**)-cluster point of (x*). Then x***/< 1 on S, and so x***/ -1 a.e. on 5, hence everywhere on S by continuity. Now x*** \X = x*, so we get x*/ -1 a.e. on Ω. Thus /is integrable, by 5.3. Since
